RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF CFA CONCERTED ACTION ON NOVEMBER 17, 2011

Introduction: The Academic Senate strongly supports the CFA Concerted Action on behalf of all CSU faculty on November 17, 2011. In doing so, we recognize the distinction between the two bodies as established by HEERA and the Board of Trustees; we also recognize that the two bodies exist for the benefit of all faculty members. The Academic Senate at California State University, Fresno acknowledges the important role that the CFA plays. On behalf of all the CSU faculty, the faculty at Dominguez Hills and East Bay have voluntarily dedicated salary, time, and energies to organizing the first strikes in the CSU since the beginning of collective bargaining; we offer them our heartfelt thanks and unwavering support.

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the California State University Fresno, strongly supports the CFA Concerted Action on behalf of all CSU faculty that occurred on November 17, 2011 on the CSU campuses of Dominguez Hills and East Bay; and be it further.

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the California State University Fresno, distribute this resolution to the CSU Office of the Chancellor; California Faculty Association; the CSU campus senate chairs; the State-wide Academic Senate of the CSU; and the Academic Senate of the University of California.